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Abstract

One of the most subtle issues that has provoked heated worldwide debates in the educational and instructional arena today is the way to enhance achievement outcomes in Higher education. The complex global mutations and the revolutionary advances in information technologies have stimulated, more than ever, academics and teachers, to ponder over appropriate mechanisms and strategies to develop a robust ‘culture of quality’. This goes through articulating a broad educational philosophy that promotes the development of new modes (or habits) of learning that meet both national expectations and international exigencies. In this perspective, the focus of instruction has changed from curriculum delivery to fostering sophisticated «self-efficacious» learners ready to take responsibility for their own learning in endlessly changing societies. This would prepare students to be strategic, self-reflective and enduring learners not only able to meet the constraints of their learning but also the challenges of life.
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This paper proposes, on the basis of a reflection made in relation to the new educational demands of the current era, a number of strategies/practices with the aim of enhancing the quality of the learning situation and ultimately the level of learners’ attainment in higher education. In effect, students’ achievement behavior is often the end product of a complex and interrelated types of relationships. It is the outcome of a net of hardly dissociable factors that could be either internal (i.e., relevant to the learner) and/or external (linked to the pedagogical, institutional or social background).

In an attempt to get a better understanding of the causes underlying low academic outcomes, educational psychologists have underlined the importance of coming back to the learner and investigating his/her needs and beliefs as he/she is a central component of the teaching-learning process. In this respect, one of the most prominent directions that researchers are exploring today in the area of academic motivation and achievement concerns the influence that self-beliefs play in the quality of students’ academic performance. Following this trend, it has been found out that the type of conceptions (cognitions) that students nurture about themselves in a given academic field yield a strong impact upon their ultimate achievement. Thus, students who develop a positive approach about their capabilities (or what is known in the literature as high ‘self-efficacy’ beliefs) are said to possess the ‘power’ and the ‘faith’ needed to succeed.

Albert Bandura, credited with introducing the concept of self-efficacy in the area of social psychology has defined (2001) self-efficacy in his ‘guide for constructing self-efficacy scales’ as ‘a conception that one nurtures about his / her own personal ‘power’ to achieve a given level of performance. In fact, it is more than a mere ‘self-recognition’ of being competent in a given domain of functioning; it is rather linked to the persuasion that people hold about their capacity to effectively use cognitive skills in order to attain a specific goal (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996).
Self efficacy, for instance, is often confused with self-concept, in spite of the fact that they are two distinct belief systems: unlike self-efficacy beliefs which are ‘context-specific’ self-appraisals of capacities, self-concept is a “global description of one’s personal essence” (Mavra Kear, 2000) that is, a general conception (or image), consisting of a body of attitudes and values, that one comes to develop about his/her “being” as a result of social transactions.

Moreover, Zimmerman (1995) has drawn a clear cut between the two constructs in that he relates self concept to ‘normative assessment of ability” that is, self concept involves often establishing external comparisons, stimulated by the desire to outperform others whereas he associates self- efficacy with ’mastery criteria’ that is, focusing rather on one’s own assets and limitations and evaluating one’s own personal competence to succeed in a given domain.

One of the major characteristics of self-efficacy is its «context-dependence »: self-efficacy is not «absolute » that is to say, it is not a general sense of personal confidence that one applies to all situations; it is rather «specific » i.e., it is ‘a view’ that one cultivates about his/her competence in relevance to a specific activity or context.

Furthermore, self-efficacy is not a ‘trait’ that one possesses or does not possess in a fixed quantity from birth ; it is rather a ‘generative capability’ (Bandura, 1997 a) that is, a capacity that is developed and shaped through time and experience and could thus be subject to change and enhancement.

In addition to that, self-efficacy is different from talent or aptitude; it is not concerned with the number of skills one has in a given domain but rather with the will and the determination ‘to exploit’ those skills in front of (sometimes even terrific challenges) and involves hence the active use of a number of cognitive, affective and self-regulative skills.
Sources of Self-Efficacy

According to self-efficacy theorists (Bandura, 1997a; Pajares, 1996, 1997), people develop their self-perceptions of efficacy from four major sources of experiences (that are listed in this context, following the theory, on the basis of their order of importance):

**Mastery experience**: Known also as “performance accomplishments” (Brown, 1999) or “enactive attainment” (Zimmerman, 2000), refers to the way people assess their own personal attainment in a given arena. Students who judge their own past academic results as being successful often develop a high sense of confidence about their abilities while those who view their academic outcomes as unsuccessful are likely to experience feelings of doubts and uncertainty about their own effectiveness.

**Vicarious experience (observational)**: It relates to the self-evaluation that individuals derive from observing and comparing themselves with a given ‘social model’ (classmate, a friend etc). When students observe a given model- that they view as compatible with them- in terms of traits and skills – succeed at handling a certain situation or solving a given task, they are likely to feel able too to meet a similar challenge. By the same token, watching a similar model fail in accomplishing the task at hand might undermine their self-confidence.

**Verbal persuasions**: The conceptions that people develop about their capacities in a given field are likely to be influenced by the verbal and ‘tacit’ output they receive from others. Note, yet, that verbal and non-verbal messages (like a facial expression, for instance) become particularly influential when they are emitted by persons that are regarded as “credible persuaders” (Zimmerman, 2000) and “believable evaluators” in their own environment such as parents, teachers, experts...etc.
Physiological states: self-efficacy estimates might also be affected by “somatic and emotional states” (Bandura, 1993). Yet, it is not always the negative emotions such as stress, anxiety or fear per se that negatively affect performance but it is rather the faulty interpretations that students make about the purported causes of those psychological states. For example, students might develop a low opinion about their competence in a given field when they judge (wrongly) the ‘normal’ states of tension that usually accompany certain important academic events (like exams) as an indicant of incompetence and inefficiency.

Effects of Self-Efficacy

In line with the theory, self-efficacy beliefs affect students’ academic attainment due to the effects they produce through four “psychological processes (Bandura, 1993) namely, the cognitive, motivational, and affective and selection processes:

At the cognitive level: the nature of beliefs students hold about their abilities in relation to a given task influences the way they perceive their prospective future academic results. Students who believe in their abilities visualize successful positive outcomes while those who do not trust their capacities are likely to suffer from what Bandura (1997 b) names ‘cognitive negativity’ (A state where they become somewhat ‘obsessed’ by their shortcomings and too skeptic about their capacity to succeed in the face of challenging learning situations)

At the motivational level: a high sense of self –efficacy increases students’ readiness to invest efforts in their learning, serves them well to persist when facing difficulties and helps them to recover more quickly after a negative attainment. Conversely, a perceived sense of inefficacy diminishes students’ interest in their learning, lessens from their capacity to resist when facing impediments and undermines their commitment to achieving their goals.
At the affective level: a strong perceived sense of competence is likely to reduce the amount of stress students might experience in the course of their learning whereas a low self-estimation of capacity might result in high levels of anxiety and agitation that often lead to in ‘irrational’ thinking that ultimately impair their cognitive and intellectual effectiveness.

At the selection level: the conceptions that students develop about their academic abilities are likely to influence the type of decisions they take, the environment they opt for and the kind of choices they select. It is often the case that students often engage in activities in which they feel efficacious while they avoid those in which they feel less competent.

These findings might bear significant implications for both the teaching and the learning enterprise in Higher education: if one assumes that students’ self-beliefs constitute a critical force in their academic achievement, might it not be that enhancing the quality of learning would necessarily go through understanding the the nature of self-related epistemological beliefs that students develop about their learning in a given discipline and developing remedial strategies to correct distorted and narrow learned self-beliefs?

Following this thread of thought, might it not be also that the wide scope of low-quality outcomes recorded in some learning situations in Higher education result from some negative, self-limiting ideas that students might hold about their abilities? Could it not be that some of the difficulties that university teachers face such as students’ de-motivation, lethargy and disengagement are, as proposed by Ehrman (1996) (in Arnold and Brown, 1999), the consequence of students’ disbelief in their capacities to cope with the learning challenge?

In effect, How could one expect university students to reach their potential when they are not (themselves) persuaded that they possess the competence to succeed in a highly complex and demanding world? How could one expect them to achieve well in their learning when students are not assisted in altering inaccurate self-efficacy perceptions and in improving their ‘calibration’ that is, their awareness about what they know and what they donot know? (Pajares, 1997)
Teachers’ Role In Developing Students’ Self-Efficacy

Research findings on self-efficacy have demonstrated that self-efficacy, is characterized by its responsiveness to variation in personal experience and attainment and its sensitivity to teaching techniques and instructional strategies (Zimmerman 2000). Self-efficacy, unlike other psychological constructs that have a trait-like stability, is ‘a malleable construct’ that could be enhanced through providing students with motivational assistance and guidance. (Bandura, 1986)

This might underline the crucial role that teachers play in instilling positive self-perceptions of efficacy in their students through training them to make use of a variety of learning strategies such as Goal-setting, strategy training, modeling and feedback (Schunk, 1995)

**A ● Goal setting:** Teachers should make their students aware about the goals that need to be attained in their courses and provide them with feedback on goal progress. It might be motivating also for students to be allowed to self-set “proximal” goals that is, near in time as it is likely to enhance their commitment and help them avoid putting things off.

**B ● Strategy training:** Teachers should develop instructional programs that train students on the use of certain strategies to improve their performance. This might be achieved through using ‘strategy verbalization’ or ‘think aloud’ procedures (Schunk, 1995). The latter consists of having a student to explain verbally the different steps he/she follows at the moment of solving an activity. This might keep students alert to the basic elements of the task, activate their encoding and retention abilities, help them to be more systematic in their work and more in control of their learning.

**C ● Modeling:** Teachers are likely to remedy to ‘the learning and motivational deficiencies’ that their students might have by modeling cognitive strategies and self-regulatory techniques (Zimmerman, 2000). Providing students with a modal (one of their classmates, for example) that uses a given cognitive strategy for solving an exercise, for instance, is likely to have a positive effect on students’ motivation and learning.
Note that modeling strategies are likely to be more ‘fruitful’ when applied with students who have little experience in the domain under investigation and/or those who perceive themselves as similar in competence with the modal in question. (Pajares, 1997)

**D●Feedback:** Teachers should provide their students regularly with immediate specific feedback as regards their attainment as it indicates to the students that they are making progress in their learning and raises hence their self-efficacy beliefs and enhances ultimately their academic achievement. They should provide students with constant feedback about their performance in the different courses they have to give them the opportunity to assess their progress in their learning. They can make use of many types of feedback such as *effort feedback* which emphasizes students’ effort like in: “you have been working hard”; *ability feedback* which stresses students’ ability such as “you are good at this”; *performance feedback* which indicates that students are making progress in their learning like “you are making progress”. (Schunk, 1995)

Moreover, they should help students develop ‘healthy attributions’ about their performance in English such as attributing, failure, for instance, in an English examination to insufficient efforts. By providing ‘attributional feedback’ to students, that is, relating their academic attainment to the perceived causes underlying it, teachers would encourage them to view ability as ‘a controllable’ and ‘a changeable’ aspect of development that is, to perceive competence as a skill that could be acquired with effort and persistence. (Pintrich & Schunk 1996)

In addition to that, teachers should aim, in the process of transmitting knowledge to their students, they should make students aware about the fact that ‘ability’, ‘knowledge’ and ‘efficacy’ represent three different, though compensatory, facets in the learning process. They should make them aware that success is not always systematically equated with innate ability but is rather within everybody's reach when 'effort' and 'self-discipline' are exerted. (Bernat, 2006; Rahemi, 2007)
Students are not insensitive to the outcomes of their learning but rather assess their academic results and try to understand their causes. They develop ‘epistemological theories’ about their learning which are some implicit assumptions they hold about the nature of knowledge and learning. (Phan, H.P, 2008) Knowing the type of outcomes that students expect from their results would be telling since it is often the case that students regulate the level and the distribution of their effort in accordance with the effects and the impacts they believe will accrue from their performance.

Therefore, teachers should put students in O’keefe’s terms’ (1996) in a positive light’ and help them develop positive explanations about their academic results in English since the way students react or feel about their performance and the kind of evaluative interpretation they develop about it influence the level of their academic attainment in the future.

They should help them on the one hand avoid, ‘the illusion of incompetence as it undermines students’ intellectual effectiveness and leads to irrational thinking (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996) and on the other hand develop in them ‘a pro-active’ attitude through training them to assess their outcomes in reference to their own personal targets rather than comparing their results with those of their classmates. (De Andrés, V., 1999; Pajares, 2003; Pajares & Schunk, 2001)

Teachers should know, yet, under which conditions (students’ level, stage of learning) it is beneficial to opt for this rewarding system since an excessive reliance on grades might be detrimental to students’ performance: they might generate, on the part of the students, a short-term motivation that stimulates them to attain credentials rather than to acquire a life-lasting knowledge that could be used efficiently and creatively in the future. Teachers should aim, through what and how they are teaching –at developing ‘mastery learners’ that is, students who are primarily motivated by the need to acquire ‘competence’ rather than to strive only for social approval and recognition (O’keefe, 1996).
In effect, the grading process is one of the most challenging issues that yield strong effects upon students' perception of competence and feelings of self-worth. Marks, which could be an important extrinsic motivator for students, are highly influenced by social factors. This would behoove researchers to ponder over the introduction of criterion-referenced practices to the E.F.L classroom instead of solely relying on normative types of assessment in an attempt to vitiate the effect of external social comparisons and reinforce students' concern about their own progress and improvement.

Teachers should make their students aware of the fact that motivation is a factor that provides an incomplete explanation about academic attainment. Motivation—though is basic to initiating action—might not always be rewarding unless it is sustained by the use of self-regulatory skills. Thus, a successful academic performance does not merely require a high motivation from the part of the students to study but it needs also strong will to control their learning from all potential distractions.

They are called to extend their craft to prepare students for the challenges of life beyond university through developing skills which are paramount to self-direction and self-regulation. (Huit & Cain, 2005; Okeefe, 1996; Sagor, 1996) This might underline the importance for teachers to critically examine the components of self-regulated learning as postulated by Bandura (1986) namely, self-observation, self-judgment and self-reaction in order to develop more effective strategies to help students acquire self-regulatory skills, utilize them and ultimately reach their potential. Enhancing student self-regulation would enable students to be more effective in organizing, rehearsing and encoding information and more successful in controlling their motivation, setting up a productive work environment and using social resources. (Kerlin, 1992; Wongsri et al., 2002)
This might underline the importance of including the teaching of «Volitional strategies» in Higher education curricula in order to train students in managing more effectively their academic work. According to corno (1986), examples of these strategies include, for instance: (See Kerlin, 1992)

1. **Motivation control strategies**: involving “self–reinforcement and self-imposed penance” that is, anticipating the potential positive and negative results (outcomes) of one’s actions.

2. **Emotion control strategies**: involving “self–talk strategies” that aim basically at reducing from the anxiety one might face during the learning process.

3. **Environmental control strategies**: entailing adopting “self–helps strategies’ that are invoked for controlling one’s learning environment from stimuli that might distract one’s attention and motivation.

Besides, teachers should also think about introducing the teaching of study skills such as time-management to help students become better self-regulators i.e., more able to organize ‘strategically’ their own study schedules and to balance thus between their academic and social life. For instance, students should be taught how to make schedules when they get engaged in problems–solving or research activities including an estimation of time requirement, an appraisal of resources available and the choice of the adequate procedures to complete the activity within hand.

Moreover, teachers should encourage students to engage in ‘metacognitive processes’ (that is, to think about their own thinking) in order to become able to self-direct their learning. For example, teachers should teach students to pose their own question when reading, listening or discussing in the target language like: “Do I understand completely what I am hearing / reading? If not, what gaps exist? What do I need to question the speaker about? (Barell, 1995)
Illustratively, one way to developing metacognition and promoting students’ clarity of thought would be through keeping a ‘thinking journal’. A thinking journal is a sort of diary where students reflect upon their own thinking and talk about the difficulties and ambiguities they might face when reading a material, for instance. (Blakey et al., 1990)

Teachers play a significant role in creating what Duf-Fen (1994) termed “an adequate affective framework” for language learners through creating for them healthy and stimulating classroom environments where they can feel willing to express themselves and defend their ideas. Granting attention to the nature of beliefs students develop about themselves is of a tremendous significance for positive academic outcomes. It has been found that teachers – through their actions and words – strongly influence students’ feelings of self-worth. When students are equipped with strong ‘motivational resources’ namely, strong feelings of adequacy, they are likely to approach more confidently the various activities presented to them in the courses. (See Arnold & Brown, 1999)

Teachers should encourage cooperative learning and promote understanding and mutual support between the group members through organizing “group activities”. This might stimulate students’ interest in learning, reinforce their “affiliative” needs, increase their awareness of group membership and provide them with ample opportunities to exchange ideas and widen the scope of their knowledge. This might help teachers as well to identify students in the group who show little motivation in relation to taking part in group work activities and investigate the reasons that lie behind their reluctance to participate in social activities (A high sense of social anxiety, an introvert personality profile, a sense of perceived social inefficacy … etc).

Teachers of English should help students to foster a strong sense of personal competence through identifying, valuing and utilizing dispositions and ‘habits of mind’ such as developing a readiness to accepting responsibility for one’s success or failure; developing strong determination to persist when facing difficulties; opting for deliberateness rather than
impulsiveness and learning to be cooperative with others and open to their ideas and opinions. This could be achieved, for instance, through organizing class discussions and interviews on these issues in order to help students become aware about the crucial role that these dispositions play in their motivation to approach or avoid learning challenges.

It is often the case that students, due to an association of idiosyncratic factors such as personality profile, home education, personal beliefs and so forth, hold different perceptions, interpretation (schematas) and reactions to the various facts and phenomena that might exist in their social surrounding. Hence, teachers should be aware of the fact that the nature of conceptions that students develop about themselves and about their academic potentialities are vulnerable to the influence of the family structure and cultural environment.

Learners should be seen primarily as social partners that might be put in complex and threatening social circumstances. Their success or failure in their academic life is related, in addition to environmental opportunities, to the extent to which they ‘believe’ they ‘can’ succeed in their learning in spite of social impediments. There is ample evidence to think that students with ‘fragile egos’ who do not feel able to manage their anxiety when going through dissuading social situations are unlikely to achieve much in their learning.

It should be pointed out that some students might feel discouraged and decide not to invest themselves in their learning as they often lack -what Bandura terms “the incentive to act”- even if they feel inwardly able to succeed and are practically capable of doing it whereas other students might feel challenged by what they perceive to be ‘unfair’ social practices and beliefs to do their best to succeed in order to affirm themselves and gain social recognition.
In addition to that, teachers should create for their students learning contexts, along the different courses they take, that match their expectations, challenge their analytical abilities and enable them to learn new skills, providing them hence with 'mastery experiences' that would enhance their self-schemata of personal efficacy. Students may have little reason to enjoy their class-time when they feel unable to conceive the goals of the course (Barell, 1995) or when they feel overwhelmed by negative emotions at perceived inability to deal with task requirements presented during the lecture.

Last but not least, teachers also need to maintain awareness about the power of verbal persuasions that is, the messages they send deliberately or non-intentionally to their students as regards their ability across various courses. It is often the case that students, as displayed by other research, get influenced by negative fulfilling prophecies and end up losing faith and interest in their learning. (Madon, S., et al., 1997)

It is our contention that the concern for learners’ intellectual development should not be dissociated from concern for their social and psychological well-being. (Pajares & Schunk, chap in press). Indeed, one of the major objectives of Higher education, in this area of tremendous development in telecommunication technologies, should be thus developing student's self-efficacy and 'global literacy'. The latter defined by Nakamura (2002) as "cross-cultural competence/sensitivity with multicultural, transcultural and transnational perspectives" (p.68) includes cognitive, affective and social skills that help students to transcend, in Fantini’s terms (2001) the ‘limitations’ of their own world view and to ultimately achieve harmonious existence on the globe.

Acquiring ‘intercultural’ or ‘cross-cultural’ competence which includes basically values such as respect, empathy and flexibility, empowers learners to integrate opposing values, to develop tolerance for ambiguity and hence to manage diversity in a 'hybrid' world where they are bound to face a multitude of novel and at times even unexpected learning situations. This might pave the path for nurturing a genuine culture of quality that promotes a more permanent and autonomous learning in Higher education.
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